
The longest single workday I ever “enjoyed” in my technical
support career lasted 26 hours; I was contracting at a company
that had never employed an on-staff network manager, but

instead used an ad-hoc group of employees to act as a “network admin-
istrative committee.”

Not surprisingly, such an idea didn’t work very well as a manage-
ment concept. I was hired by the new owners of the company to undo
the unfortunate results of the curious management technique of their
predecessors.

I immediately regretted taking the job. Servers had been deployed
haphazardly with baffling NOS configurations, there was absolutely no
documentation, and worst of all, key passwords had disappeared with
fired employees.

The company NOS was Windows NT4, which back then took plenty
of TLC to keep happy—but that network certainly wasn’t getting much
TLC, and it wasn’t very happy, either.

To make a long story short, just one day after I was hired, the pri-
mary server halted with a BSOD after a “committee” member tried to
remove evidence of the FTP server he had deployed on the system to
distribute stolen software (stolen from the company, incidentally). Such
a mess might have been manageable if he had been a genuine hacker-
type and brought some skill to his nefarious deeds, but unfortunately,
he had set it up with the help of a book and “friends.”

The crowning glory of this catastrophic environment was that not
one “committee member” was responsible for backups, and so the tape
rotation had not been followed in months.

At the time, although there were many products from Microsoft and
others designed to recover dead systems, they were limited in effec-
tiveness, and few of the tools available back then made the job actually
easy. Even so, I carried a little “toolbox” of various software utilities to
tackle common problems, and in the end, with the help of my “tool-
box,” I did manage to revive the network, salvage data, and get the net-
work back on steady ground—but not without an awful lot of pain, and
26 hours of work.

I certainly could have used a product like the Winternals Admin Pak
in those days.

A TOOLBOX

Every experienced professional, whether aircraft mechanic or
surgeon, considers their tools to be almost an extension of them-
selves, and network administrators are no different; as we establish
ourselves in the field, we each develop a suite of favored tools for

handling the daily tasks that confront us—in short, we build our-
selves a toolbox.

Of course, our “toolbox” might be a binder of CDs rather than the
wrenches and screwdrivers of a mechanic or the stethoscope of a sur-
geon. Yet, whatever our toolbox may be comprised of, we grow
attached to those tools that save us work and reliably solve the chal-
lenges that confront us.

Winternal’s Admin Pak 5.0 is just such a toolbox, and in it are some
potent and sophisticated utilities for maintaining and recovering
Windows systems.

With the toolbox analogy in mind, let’s take a look inside the Admin
Pak “toolbox.”

INSTALLATION

Winternals Admin Pak is distributed on CD, and the package
includes a Quickstart Guide and a copy-protection dongle.

I might as well get this over with; I find dongles a nuisance, and I
wish the Admin Pak didn’t use one. If you are buying the single-user
license (see “pricing” below), you will be faced with this annoyance.
Fortunately, for many Admin Pak users, the dongle won’t be an issue
because volume licenses do not require one.

Aside from the dongle aspect, installation is very simple, offering
the usual choice of standard or custom install. One important note:
in an odd extra step, the excellent TCP tools (mentioned below) are
only installed if you choose the custom option. Serious users will
want to make sure they opt for the custom set-up to get the full ben-
efits of the package.

OVERVIEW

The Admin Pak is comprised of two basic elements: monitoring
tools and recovery tools. ERD Commander is the centerpiece of the
recovery tool facet, and runs from CD. Most monitoring tools are found
within the Windows-resident Admin Pak install itself.

However, there is some overlap of individual components between
the two elements, and some tools are available in both environments.

ERD Commander 2005 Components
ERD Commander is a bootable CD providing a one-stop system

recovery “environment” (based on Windows PE), that bypasses a dam-
aged Windows install. It is comprised of several tools for file, disk, and
OS recovery and repair, and is fully networkable.
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Although that may sound somewhat similar to the built-in
Windows OS recovery console, ERD Commander is far more capa-
ble. The standard Windows recovery console often fails to salvage
damaged systems or critical data. In fact, dead Windows systems are
often so damaged that they simply won’t boot into the normal
Windows recovery environment.

Thus, you might say that the purpose of ERD Commander is to save
Windows when Windows cannot save itself.

As previously noted, the CD on which the Admin Pak ships is itself
bootable into the ERD Commander recovery environment. However,
you will probably want to create your own custom CD to address your
particular needs, such as specific hardware drivers. This is easily
accomplished through a simple CD creation wizard.

The wizard is launched from the Admin Pak, and you can include
any additional applications or files you want in the CD image file by
simply placing them in the directory the wizard uses to create the .iso
file. This is very handy for including favorite diagnostic tools that are
unique to your needs, such as an SSH client.

Once booted, the ERD recovery environment offers a clean Windows-
like interface. Tools can be launched from a start-menu type launcher, or
if you prefer, from a “Solution Wizard,” a simple task-oriented navigator
that guides you to the correct tool. Most admins will likely skip the hand-
holding and head straight for their tool of choice, but for junior admins
or even non-techies, the solution wizard might be helpful.

Now let’s look at the specific recovery tools in the ERD Commander.

� Hotfix Uninstall Wizard
Anybody who has been a victim of recent service-pack

deployment ordeals will welcome this tool; it cleanly and effectively
removes troublesome Hotfixes with scalpel-like precision.

� System Compare
System Compare quickly compares files and registry settings

between a problem system and a system known to be healthy. It
is a great way to quickly spot rogue or unauthorized software,
especially in environments that enforce standard install images.

� Locksmith
A true headache-saving tool for resetting Admin and other

local user account passwords. We’ve all seen systems locked out
by disgruntled departing employees or forgetful users; this is an
effective solution to that problem, and it works like a charm.

On that note, the ERD boot disk is a powerful tool that can be
used to circumvent network security measures. Fortunately, custom
boot CDs may be password-protected to prevent unauthorized use,
and senior administrators can also customize the CD to omit
certain parts of the toolkit (such as the Locksmith tool) that would
be risky in the hands of an untrusted administrator.

� Disk Commander
An invaluable tool for recovering files, data, and even complete

partitions from volumes that have been formatted, damaged, or
have corrupted MBRs or directory structure. It has a more modest
companion called File Restore, is a very fast and effective tool for
recovering files deleted by users or applications.

� Firefox Browser
Finally, I was glad to see an install of the fast and reliable

Firefox Web browser in ERD Commander. Winternals has
thoughtfully populated Firefox with bookmarks for precisely the
sort of information needed when trying to recover a system; I
expected to see bookmarks for Winternals help, but they’ve also
thoughtfully included bookmarks to CERT security alerts, MS
support Web sites and forums, and other useful links.

Admin Pak Components

� Crash Analyzer
This is one of the slickest tools in the Admin Pak (it is also

available from ERD Commander). It translates .dmp files into an
easily readable format that makes spotting a driver glitch or
similar problem a breeze. In order to use this, you must have
access to a copy of the MS Debugging Tool For Windows (freely
downloadable). Though it can take some time for the analyzer to
do its job, the result is an impressive glimpse into bad system
behavior that normally requires tedious effort and considerable
skill to digest using the Debugger Tool alone.

� Remote Recovery
Remote recovery allows the mounting of any remote volume

accessible via TCP/IP, even one without a working OS, as if it
were local. The remote recovery client boot CD is generated
from the same wizard as the ERD Commander CD. The remote
recovery client may be customized for your preferred remote
recovery UDP port (the default is 18002) and permitted
connections from recovery host systems.

Remote clients can also be booted via floppy or via PXE
network booting. From the remote recovery host, tasks such as
disk defragmentation, file copying, virus scans, and disk
management can be performed on the remote system.

� Insight for Active Directory
Insight for AD is an impressive tool for viewing real-time

LDAP communications and for dissecting directory actions into
minute detail about the requesting service, account, or
application and its requested object. The related tool AD
Explorer is a handy drill-down tool for exploring the Active
Directory environment in which you are working. You can
manipulate AD objects conveniently through a two-pane
interface that outclasses the usability of the native AD tools
provided by Microsoft.

In today’s Windows environment, AD troubleshooting is half
the battle. Directory problems are often the most elusive and
frustrating challenges faced by Windows Admins, and these are
great tools for bringing such furtive glitches to light.

� Filemon and Regmon
These two utilities are among my favorite tools on the Admin

Pak. Regmon displays continuously updated registry activity as
the registry values are called or modified, and Filemon watches
file access in real-time. Registry and file-related issues can be
elusive, with frustrating consequences for users and
administrators. Used in conjunction, these two utilities are magic
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for examining and ultimately resolving many obscure file system
and registry problems.

� TCPViewPro
Lastly, no serious toolkit would be complete without a strong TCP/IP

analyzer. While Windows does have built-in tools such as Netstat, they
are not enough for serious troubleshooting. TCPViewPro provides real-
time TCP/IP activity viewing and strong filtering options for summariz-
ing TCP/IP diagnosis data. Better yet, it parses the actual process ID
(PID) using a given connection—tremendously helpful for diagnosing
connectivity issues and security concerns like port hijacks and Trojans.
For command-line fans, there is a tool for viewing similar information
as well. It’s called TCPVStat, and it offers even deeper packet analysis.

PRICING

Licensing is based on an Administrator User License (AUL) model;
this grants one license for a single administrator to use across the enter-
prise on an unlimited number of machines whether remote or local.

Licenses are priced at $1199, plus an annual 20% product assurance fee
that provides access to patches, technical support and upgrade protection.

Volume discounts are available for organizations needing more flex-
ible licensing or large deployments.

CONCLUSION

Winternals continues to set the bar for vital tools every administrator
needs in their problem-solving arsenal. The Admin Pak provides the
convenience of an all-in-one interface to simplify everyday mainte-
nance and recovery tasks, but also offers the critical tools needed to
delve into the belly of the Windows beast when necessary. Although I
could do without the dongle, I heartily recommend Admin Pak for any
serious administrator’s toolbox.

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broad-
cast engineering in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned
to support early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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